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VesselOpsPro™

Worried about on-board statutory compliance? Put your mind at ease that your vessels will meet
maritime, oil and gas and safety standards, while minimizing the administrative load on ship
operators and seagoing staff.
VesselOpsPro™ covers all areas of your QHSE processes, managing all aspects of operations to
keep your vessels moving safely.
Our software gives you the tools needed to report, analyze and act to gain total control over
activities and actions in case an unexpected event occurs.

Manage Your Fleet from Anywhere
Nautical Systems mobile applications give owners, operators and crew “anytime, anywhere”

VesselOpsPro™

access to quality data for efficient operations on any iOS or Android mobile device or from the
web in Windows 10.

Uncover Critical Operational Trends
Track and manage all the operational, safety and financial trends of your fleet -- from parts
maintenance to crew efficiency.

Seamlessly Integrate Across Modules
Simplify the road to compliance and improvement with accurate, up-to-date data across your
entire marine software stack.

Advanced BI

Gain full visibility into key operational, safety and financial trends with powerful business
intelligence tools.

Task Lists

Improve work prioritization and crew efficiency with transparent task management.

Scheduling

VesselOpsPro™

Eliminate maintenance, compliance and operational bottlenecks with comprehensive scheduling
tools.

Crew Qualifications

Improve crew reliability by managing the qualifications and certifications of your entire crew
from one simple dashboard.

Inventory Manager

Use powerful data insights to reduce overstocking and ensure your vessels always have the spare
parts they need.

Safety Systems

Track all safety events, manage safety policies and make continuous improvements to your
safety record.

Testimonials

VesselOpsPro™

Wade Savoy

Crosby Tugs, Corporate Director QHSE
“Our team at Crosby was searching for a complete software system for our Subchapter M
compliance. The NS Workboat system was a perfect fit for us. We are excited to work with this
software going forward.”
Sia Geun Teck

PACC Ship Management, Senior General Manager

“We surveyed the entire fleet management software market and we have selected the best
solution for our needs. We see significant potential for operational efficiencies through digitizing
operations and ABS can help us achieve this while maintaining compliance.”
Ossama Al-Muhtaseb

Rawabi Vallianz Offshore Services, General Manager
“By introducing ABS NS to our fleet and key modules within our operating system, we envision
this advanced technology will ensure success for our clients and our internal stakeholders. This
comprehensive solution allows the company to grow by leaps and bounds, while ensuring
standardization in our processes for efficient and effective mobilization of our resources.”
Steve Isaacs

Bering Marine Corp / Alaska Marine Lines, Port Engineer

“We are looking forward to rolling out the ABS Workboat app to our towing fleet and our other
inspected vessels. Bringing our HSQE and Maintenance programs together under one easy to use
software program will provide our crews a way to ensure ship and shore have access to useful
tools and data.”

